
Wrestler of the Day – October
29: Hardy Boys
Today we’re looking at one of the most successful tag teams of all time:
the Hardy Boys.

Since the Hardys have been around forever, we’re going to drop the
timeline and just do a best of.

We’ll start with December to Dismember, where the Hardys are issuing an
open challenge, answered by MNM.

MNM vs. Hardys

This was an open challenge that was accepted by MNM. Who cares
that neither was on ECW at the time? This was one of two
matches announced for the show. What does that tell you? MNM
beat up the Hardys on Tuesday and that’s all there is to it.
Jeff is IC Champion here by the way. Matt and Mercury start us
off.

The Hardys are dominating and throw in a spin cycle which is
always a cool move. It’s like a double suplex but they spin
the other guy around. It’s hard to explain. And now we get the
weird part of this: ECW chants by fans that actually think
this is a real ECW show. They start a she’s a crack w****
chant at Melina and no one knows how to react to it.

Matt  hits  splash  mountain  on  Nitro  (Morrison)  for  two.
Apparently Melina has herpes. This show really was doomed from
the  start  on  this.  I  didn’t  know  Scott  Armstrong  was
refereeing this far back. Tazz isn’t helping things either
with his idiotic commentary. To be fair though, he could be
far more annoying, like that scream from Melina.

Tazz throws in that Cole doesn’t like women. If true, I’m not
entirely surprised. In a funny bit, MNM go for the Twist of
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Fate and Swanton but Matt fights off and gets the hot tag to
Jeff. Matt hits a Pescado on Mercury which is more or less
caught and reversed to set up the big pile of aerial moves
which never gets old.

Jeff misses the Swanton as Mercury pulls Nitro out. This has
been pretty good so far. Tazz gets off on the screaming I
think. Morrison looks weird with blonde hair. It’s MNM in
control now as they beat up Jeff. Yeah Tazz is driving me
crazy. Melina is a crack w**** again apparently. It amazes me
that she was more or less just the sexy valet at this point
and became a great worker (by comparison) in just a few years.

They’re being given a lot of time if nothing else as we’re
about 15 minutes into this and there seems to be a good amount
of time to go in it. Is Tazz supposed to be Jerry Lawler or
something? If he is he’s somehow more annoying than Jerry if
that’s  possible.  Jeff  gets  a  Whisper  in  the  Wind  out  of
nowhere to set up the tag to Matt.

In a cool spot, Jeff is tagged back in and goes up. Matt tries
to set Mercury up for a powerbomb by handing him to Jeff but
Nitro makes the save and then shoves Mercury up to Jeff so he
can  hit  a  hurricanrana.  That  was  freaking  cool.  Nitro
accidently dropkicks Melina and Jeff rolls him up for a LONG
two.

Jeff takes the Snapshot but Matt makes the save. This is
awesome stuff now. MNM sets for a top rope Snapshot but Matt
saves with a double cutter to let Jeff hit a Swanton onto both
of them for the pin. By the way, the Snapshot is Nitro holding
up the other guy and Mercury hitting an elevated DDT.

Rating: B+. This was very good stuff as they were given a lot of time and
it worked very well. This was a way to let MNM look good, even though at
the end of the day they weren’t even the best tag team that Morrison was
even a part of. Either way this was good stuff and it worked very well.
Definitely good, but the show would go all downhill from here.



Time to unify some tag titles at Survivor Series 2001.

WCW Tag Titles/WWF Tag Titles: Dudley Boys vs. Hardy Boys

In a cage. The Dudleys are WCW Champions and the Hardys are the WWF
Champions and Stacy is STUNNING at this point as the Dudleys’ manager.
All four belts get laid out between the guys in the ring and it’s time to
go. There are tags required here and it’s Matt vs. Bubba to start. Matt
can’t get anywhere so it’s off to Jeff who walks into a Boss Man Slam for
two.

D-Von comes in as Heyman talks about Big Daddy Dudley which JR could not
care less about. Back to Matt who rolls D-Von up for two but walks into a
reverse inverted DDT for two. Bubba comes in again and drops a bunch of
elbows for two. The Dudleys tag in and out a lot and it’s back to Bubba
for more punching to Matt’s ribs. Bubba tries to ram Matt into the cage
but Matt counters into a reverse DDT.

Off to Jeff who cleans house as everything breaks down quickly. Poetry in
Motion hits Bubba and Matt climbs but D-Von makes the save. It’s
pin/submission/double escape to win here and there’s a Bubba Bomb off the
top to Jeff. Wouldn’t that hurt both of them equally? Bubba goes up again
but Matt slams him down for two. Matt gets rammed into the cage but when
the Dudleys try to do the same to Jeff, he grabs the cage and tries to
climb out, only to get caught in a Doomsday Device (Paul: “WHAT A
RUSH!”).

Matt gets crushed against the cage and Bubba whips D-Von into him for
good measure. Bubba splashes him as well and the Dudleys are in full
control. Jeff gets in a shot and Matt hits a top rope double clothesline
to shift the momentum just as fast though. A DDT puts Bubba down for two
and Jeff hits the legdrop between D-Von’s legs. A double backdrop takes
Ray down again and the Hardys go up.

Matt hits a legdrop and Jeff hits a splash off the top at the same time
for two on Bubba. Matt makes a climb but gets pulled down with one leg
still stuck in the cage. What’s Up to Jeff and Bubba asks Stacy for a
table. Stacy hits on Nick Patrick and picks the key out of his pocket.
There’s a table in the ring now but Matt breaks up the 3D by jumping



Bubba. Why D-Von didn’t flapjack Jeff through the table is anyone’s
guess.

Bubba and Matt go tot he top and pound away at each other until Bubba is
knocked down. Matt climbs down to escape but he’s left alone against the
Dudleys. D-Von is rammed into the cage a few times and Jeff goes up as D-
Von climbs onto the table for no apparent reason. Jeff looks down and
sees D-Von there before diving off the top of the cage, but the Swanton
misses. Bubba covers the table and therefore Jeff as well for the pin and
the titles.

Rating: B-. This was the usual good brawl between these teams and it
furthers the Hardys’ issues, but at the end of the day this feud was
played out at this point. There was nothing left for these two teams to
do and at this point it was being dragged out way too far. Still though,
good match and a good way to I believe finally end this nearly two year
long feud.

Take two teams and lock them in a cage at Unforgiven 2000.

Tag Titles: Edge/Christian vs. Hardy Boys

This  is  in  a  cage  and  the  Canadians  are  champions.
Pin/escaping. No submissions I guess. Also Fink says you have
to go over the top even though there’s a door. Both guys have
to  escape  though.  We  get  a  clip  from  Smackdown  of  the
Canadians making fun of the Hardys indy stuff. Matt took a
Concharito for his troubles. Big brawl to start as JR and Cole
again leave submission out as a way to win. One pin wins it I
think.

Matt hits a DDT on Edge so Christian is double teamed a bit.
There’s no Lita here due to her getting crushed on Smackdown.
The Hardys both climb but the Canadians get back up in time.
Jeff gets up for what was supposed to be a Swanton Bomb but
Edge shoves him off the top of the cage to the floor with
NOTHING to catch him. FREAKING OW MAN! Matt hits the Twist on
Christian but Edge saves.



I’m not sure if Jeff was supposed to go out that early because
there’s no point to him being out there now. JR isn’t sure if
he can get back in or not. Matt gets Christian tied in the
ropes and Edge in the Tree of Woe but the Canadians make the
save and suplex him off the top of the cage. Matt is rammed
into the cage and now Jeff is trying to get back in, failing
repeatedly.

Jeff is up on top of the cage now but he gets knocked off the
top for the second time in 8 minutes. And people wonder why he
had such a drug habit. He steals the key to the door and
slides a chair in, only to have Christian slam the door on
him. Christian goes out the door which doesn’t count here
because this is a messed up cage match. He brings in another
chair and I think you know what’s coming.

Matt is busted. He gets beaten on a lot more and the referee
asks  if  Matt  wants  it  stopped.  Conchaitro  misses  and  the
Canadians have sore hands. A double clothesline puts them down
and Matt goes climbing. He gets his feet over but Christian
saves. Jeff has a ladder and hits Christian with it, knocking
him out of the cage so it’s Matt vs. Edge now. Jeff is on the
ladder and Edge can’t get to him and he’s all ticked about it.
Jeff goes up and it’s Swanton time. Whisper in the Wind puts
him right between the two of them because we don’t need to
catch him or anything like that right?

Here’s Lita who hits Christian low and ranas him off the
ladder. Who else can look that good in a swimsuit and bust out
a rana off a ladder like that? What a woman. She’s holding her
wrist after it though. Edge pelts a chair at Jeff and goes up
but since he’s a heel he’s slower than Christmas. The Hardys
catch him with chairs and give him a Conchairto, sending him
flying to the ring. Matt and Jeff drop down to win the titles.

Rating: B+. The weird rules hurt this as again I don’t think Jeff was
supposed to go out that early. Jeff’s bumps were absolutely scary here as
he fell off the top of the cage TWICE. Lita served very little purpose



here but the Conchairto made up for it. Also, it was Edge and Christian
vs. the Hardys. Were you expecting anything less than really good?

Very soon after the MNM match, the Hardys were in a four way ladder match
at Armageddon 2006.

Smackdown Tag Titles: Paul London/Brian Kendrick vs. Daven Taylor/William
Regal vs. MNM vs. The Hardys

MNM lost the titles to Londrick and are returning here since
Nitro (Morrison) is on Raw. The Hardys are also on Raw but who
cares? Jeff is IC Champion and they’re not Boys anymore. The
crowd is WAY behind the Hardys. The heels are sent to the
floor so it’s Londrick vs. the legends. Matt and London take
over but Kendrick and Jeff come back. Spin Cycle takes out
London and appropriately enough the Brits come back in.

Matt and I think Nitro pick up ladders and the fight goes to
the floor. The Hardys come down the aisle with ladders as
Regal and Taylor try to keep them out. Just about everyone is
back in now and there’s a pair of ladders. Poetry in Motion
hits Regal and Taylor takes a Snapshot. Double superkick puts
Regal down again and things slow down a bit.

The champs and the Hardys go at it, including Matt throwing
Kendrick into a ladder HARD. Jeff goes up but London makes the
save.  London  goes  up  but  the  Hardys  save.  Nitro  tried  a
springboard move to take him out but the ladder was already
down so the spot landing looked sick. Mercury is almost up
there but London/Kendrick/Hardys pick up the ladder and shove
Mercury over the top onto Nitro.

Poetry  in  Motion  is  attempted  but  London  moves  and  Jeff
crashes into the ladder. With everyone down, Kendrick makes a
run but Matt saves. Neckbreaker puts Kendrick down and London
hits a suplex on Regal outside. Matt gets put on a ladder
leaned against the ropes so Kendrick hits a double stomp to
the ribs.



Now we get to the famous part of this match. MNM sets up a
see-saw thing using a pair of ladders. They put Jeff on the
top and set for a double suplex but Matt makes the save. Jeff
dives  off  and  the  ladder  is  slammed  into  Mercury’s  face,
absolutely destroying his nose. I’ve never seen more blood so
fast. His nose was shattered and he would be out for a few
weeks and would need 20 stitches.

Due to the injury it’s now a seven man match with the Brits in
control. Half nelson release suplex sends London into the
ladder. Taylor holds the ladder and Regal goes up but comes
down due to fear. Taylor goes up instead but Kendrick comes in
for the save. Mercury is already on his way to the hospital.
Matt comes back in and hits a Twist of Fate to Taylor. Jeff
sets up a ladder on the floor and tries to dive into the ring
but  Nitro  hits  a  baseball  slide  to  take  out  the  ladder,
sending Jeff’s throat into the ropes.

Nitro rides a ladder down onto Regal as a ladder is set up in
the ring. Kendrick makes a save and takes Nitro down again.
Matt throws Kendrick off the ladder and London has to make the
save. Matt backdrops London off but the ladder falls. Jeff vs.
Nitro on a ladder now and Jeff gets a big old sunset bomb and
the Brits are back. They take everyone down and up they go.

Kendrick gets up there and pounds away on Regal but Taylor
pulls  him  down  again.  Everyone  is  down  and  London  starts
crawling for the ladders. Matt is up again and goes for the
same ladder. There are two ladders next to each other. Matt
gets knocked down and London pulls the titles down to retain
after a war.

Rating: B+. I wanted to give it an A- but it just didn’t feel right. It’s
an excellent match and a great four way ladder match, despite it becoming
a three and a half way part of the way through it. Londrick gets a big
win here which they need and the fans get all fired up. Definitely the
best match of the night (seriously, can you imagine something topping it
later?) but it didn’t hit that level of the TLC matches.



The Hardys’ best known feud is with the Dudleys and Edge and Christian.
The best way to deal with this was to put them in a match at Summerslam
2000. It was called TLC.

Tag Titles: Dudley Boyz vs. Hardy Boyz vs. Edge and Christian

Edge and Christian are defending coming in. The Boyz all battle in the
ring to start but the Canadians bring in chairs. The Hardyz take them
away but Bubba knocks one back into Jeff’s face. Edge and Christian get
in some shots with the chairs to put everyone down and it’s ladder time.
Bubba slams the ladder into Edge’s face and DDT’s Christian down as the
fans want tables. Matt and Jeff come back in to powerbomb Bubba down and
a second ladder is brought in.

Matt and D-Von climb up but it’s Edge climbing up as well to bring them
down with a double Russian legsweep. Bubba and Christian climb up and
it’s a Bubba Bomb to bring the champion back down. The fans LOVED that
one for obvious reasons. Matt shoves down both ladders but Jeff sets one
up and climbs for the gold. Edge pulls him down and drops him onto the
other ladder, sending it flying up into Matt’s face in a painful spot.

The Conchairto misses Jeff and it’s Bubba picking up the ladder to run
everyone over. What’s Up to Edge off the ladder pops the crowd a lot but
the GET THE TABLES line gets them even louder. A 3D puts Christian
through the table and Bubba wants to kill someone. He and D-Von stack up
four tables (two by two) outside the ring and Jeff is their target. Edge
saves him with a chair for some reason but Matt lays out Edge with the
Twist of Fate.

Both Hardys drop legs from the ladder and Matt lays the ladder down next
to Edge. Matt puts Edge inside the ladder and crushes him inside of it
before throwing Christian off the top and onto the ladder, destroying
Edge even worse. Jeff climbs a ladder outside the ring and tries a
Swanton to Bubba but only hits the tables, knocking Jeff out cold.
Christian knocks Bubba silly with a chair on the floor to put him down.

Back in the ring and the big ladder is set up with everyone but Bubba and
Jeff going up. Christian hits the reverse DDT to pull Matt down and the
other two go down at the same time. It’s a drunk looking Bubba coming



back in and climbing the ladder but Edge and Christian gets up and shoves
him through the four tables at ringside. The champions both climb but
here’s Lita to shove the ladder over, crotching them both on the top
rope.

Matt goes up but D-Von shoves the ladder backwards, sending Matt back
first through a pair of tables in a SCARY bump. Edge spears Lita down,
drawing a bad swear from JR. D-Von is climbing but somehow Jeff is on the
other side. Both guys grab a belt but Edge moves the ladder, leaving both
guys hanging. D-Von is knocked down and the Canadians spear Jeff in the
ribs with a ladder to bring him down. Everyone else is dead so Edge and
Christian go up and get the belts to retain.

Rating: A. These six guys have a great match involving ladders. Imagine
that. This match holds up incredibly well but the sequel would somehow be
even better. That’s the biggest problem with this match: people remember
the sequel instead of this one. The table bumps in this were great with
Bubba and Matt destroying anything they landed on. It’s a great carnage
match and is worth checking out if you haven’t seen it in awhile.

Speaking of TLC, the team was recently in a series of matches with the
Wolves and Team 3D. Here’s the final match from Impact, October 8, 2014.

Tag Team Titles: Hardys vs. Team 3D vs. Wolves

The Wolves are defending and this is Full Metal Mayhem, meaning TLC.
Richards has a somewhat bad leg coming into this but he seems to be fine.
It’s a big brawl to start of course with Matt hitting what looked like
the Side Effect to Eddie on the apron. Bully hammers on Jeff on the floor
as weapons are being sets up on the floor. Matt goes for a climb but Ray
comes in for a save with a Rock Bottom.

Davey breaks up Ray’s attempt and DDTs him, only to have D-Von nail
Richards a second later. Matt gets enziguried into a German suplex onto a
pair of open chairs. Eddie throws Jeff into the air and Ray catches him
in a Cutter for a 3D. They chop it out but Matt is back up to take both
guys down. We get the Tower of Doom with Ray electric chairing Matt who
superplexes Edwards. D-Von bridges a piece of barricade between the apron
and some overturned steps but Davey headbutts him onto the barricade.



Ray saves his partner from a dive and powerbombs Richards down, only to
miss a middle rope backsplash. He comes right back with another powerbomb
to send Richards onto the barricade, giving Richards one of the most
shocked looks I’ve ever seen. Back with Jeff taking a ladder to the face
and D-Von cleans house with a chair.

Richards comes back with a chair of his own but this time it’s Jeff
popping up to take over. The Whisper in the Wind and Swanton have Ray in
trouble but he pops right back up for a brawl with Jeff on the floor. The
Twisting Stunner has Ray in trouble and Jeff brings out another table. He
bridges it between the turned over steps and the apron with the legs up.
Jeff misses the legdrop though and crashes through the table, leaving him
in a huge heap on the floor.

Back in and Ray goes up, only to have Edwards set up a ladder of his own
next to it. Bully kicks him down but Matt comes in with a ladder of his
own. All three go up and slug it out with Edwards getting slammed off the
top. Mat and Ray grab for the belts but send them swinging around before
knocking each other off with Matt flying into a ladder.

Davey and Matt slug it out with Hardy getting the better of it and
bringing  in  another  table.  Everyone  heads  outside  again  with  Matt
climbing about halfway up a huge ladder to legdrop Davey through a table.
Richards has taken one heck of a beating here. D-Von cleans house with
the ladder and brings in the big ladder to make thing even more fun. Team
3D loads up What’s Up but Edwards shoves D-Von to the floor.

Davey goes up the big ladder but gets shoved onto the floor and head
first into the barricade. The Hardys make another save with chairs and
put Ray on two tables. Jeff goes up top of the big ladder but Davey
shoves it over, sending Hardy into a HUGE splash onto Ray for a horrible
looking crash. Davey and Matt slug it out on top of the ladder but
Edwards makes a save and powerbombs Matt through a table, allowing Davey
to take down the belts for the win at 23:52.

Rating: A. I came into this show thinking this match wasn’t going to be
able to live up to its hype and they got me. This was an AWESOME match
with a ton of high spots and some insane looking bumps. The fact that



they didn’t save this for Bound For Glory shows you just how much they
don’t care about that show this year. Excellent match and one of the best
things TNA has done in years.

The Hardys had a reunion in 2007 and would defend the belts in a ladder
match at One Night Stand 2007.

Raw Tag Titles: Hardys vs. World’s Greatest Tag Team

This should be awesome. Hardys are champions coming in. Big
brawl to start but that’s the point of this match I suppose.
Haas takes down both Hardys with a double clothesline and here
come the ladders. All four have ladders so the Hardys throw
theirs at their opponents’ and put a pair in corners. Haas
gets buried under a pair of ladders in the corner and Shelton
is pushed on top of them.

The  Hardys  start  being  the  Hardys  in  a  ladder  match  and
dominate quickly but make a mental mistake (the Hardys? Nah)
and both go up at once, only for Shelton to toss a ladder at
them and take over. They work on Jeff’s leg and send him into
a ladder in the corner so softly that the fans boo it. When do
you EVER hear of a spot being booed in a ladder match? Haas
and Benjamin both go up but they have the same issue the
Hardys had and we all come down again.

Shelton dropkicks a ladder into Matt’s face and the World’s
Greatest Tag Team takes over all over again. They set up a
pair of ladders in a sea-saw pattern and according to rule 2
of ladder matches, they both get slammed onto it. Here come
the Hardys again and a double clothesline takes everyone not
named Shelton to the floor. The Hardys bring in the huge
ladders and set one between the ring and the railing.

Shelton blocks a suplex through said ladder though, until Matt
backdrops Shelton onto a ladder which he just bounces off. The
ladder is bent and Jeff isn’t happy. He thinks to himself by
George (and bonds. Pills. Maybe some cocaine too. My band’s
album because no one else will) I want him to go through that



ladder but Haas makes a last second save.

Matt takes Charlie down and goes up himself, only to get
shoved onto the top rope. You know the move Haas and Benjamin
do where Haas holds a guy up on the top and Shelton jumps on
his back? Well here they use a ladder instead of a rope and
Shelton jumps to the floor onto Matt’s back and more or less
destroys it in an awesome looking spot. Charlie goes up but
here’s your friendly resident drug addict (Jeff in case you
thought Matt got up that fast) for a superplex off the ladder
to the mat.

Everyone is down now and Jeff has a glazed over look in his
eye. In other words, everything is normal with him. In one of
the best accidental spots I’ve ever seen, Shelton tries to
springboard from the apron to the ladder to stop Jeff but
slips and flips forward, kicking the ladder over. JR actually
does a decent job of making it sound intentional. Matt shoves
Shelton  off  and  starts  climbing  up  two  ladders  at  once.
Everyone goes up and it’s a four way fight. The Hardys go down
but maintain enough composure to shove their opponents off.
Swanton kills Haas and Matt gets the belts to retain.

Rating: B+. Pretty good tag team ladder match here as they let all four
guys go in there and just do their thing which is the right idea more
often than not. Also they had time (seventeen minutes) here which helped
a lot as well. Very hard hitting match here as they managed to make the
older spots look good again. Rather good match and not much to complain
about at all here.

Before TLC, there was a triangle ladder match at Wrestlemania XVI.

Tag Titles: Edge and Christian vs. Hardy Boyz vs. Dudley Boyz

The Dudleyz are defending and this is a triangle ladder match rather than
a TLC match. That would come in September. This is when Edge and
Christian still came through the crowd and somehow hadn’t won the tag
titles yet. As the Dudleys pose in the aisle on a ladder during their
entrance, the Canadians jump the only actual brothers in the match. This



is going to be one of those matches that is almost impossible to keep
track of. Bubba chops away at Jeff in the ring but gets caught by Whisper
in the Wind. A Bubba Bomb puts Jeff right back down and they all head to
the floor.

Christian sets up a ladder in the ring but Matt makes a save. Everyone
gets back inside and there’s a second ladder. Matt throws one into the
corner at Bubba for a sick thud right before D-Von is slammed onto a
ladder and hit by a middle rope elbow. Jeff puts Bubba on the ladder but
misses a 450, giving us a SICK looking crash. Bubba puts the ladder on
top of Jeff and actually hits the middle rope backsplash to crush both of
them. Edge rides a ladder out of the corner to crush another ladder onto
Matt.

D-Von takes Edge down and all six guys are on the mat or floor now. Bubba
is up first and we get the put the ladder around your own neck and spin
around in a circle move. Edge and Christian finally dropkick the ladder
into Bubba to put him down and there’s a double flapjack into the ladder
in the corner on D-Von. Christian climbs a ladder and dives onto Matt and
Bubba on the floor. This is all happening with almost no breaks in
between. Jeff climbs the ladder in the ring but Edge jumps off the top
with a spear. That would be topped by about 1000 next year.

Matt hits a crucifix bomb on Edge before trying to climb, only to be
slammed down by D-Von. D-Von goes up, only to have Christian throw the
ladder at him to bring him down. There are now three ladders set up in
the middle of the ring and it’s Bubba with a Cutter to Christian off two
of them. Awesome looking move there. With Bubba down, the Hardys hit a
splash/legdrop combination off the top of the ladders. D-Von tries to
climb but the Canadians suplex him off the ladder.

Everyone but the Dudleyz climb up but they all come flying down due to a
facebuster and a Russian legsweep in another spot that would be topped
next year. The Dudleys are back in now and the fans want tables. Now all
six guys climb three ladders and as you can guess, they all go flying
down. Christian and Jeff get the worst of it, crashing out to the floor.
Bubba lands on his feet and shoves the other two ladders over, leaving
him alone in the ring. D-Von is back up too but here’s Christian back to



his feet, only to get crushed between two ladders.

Edge comes back in and gets caught in the original 3D, with Bubba running
for the cutter instead of just standing there. Bubba loads up a table as
is his custom and D-Von gets one of his own. There are two ladders set up
in the ring and the Dudleys are all alone, but instead of climbing they
make a scaffold out of a table between the tops of the ladders. The
Hardys get back up to make the save but are easily dispatched. Again the
Dudleys screw up though by setting up another table under the scaffold
and a third on the floor.

Bubba powerbombs Matt through the one on the floor but D-Von misses a
splash through Jeff on one of the tables back in the ring. Jeff tries to
run the rail but Bubba pelts him in the face with a ladder. Bubba loads
up the super ladder in the aisle before setting up a table in front of
it. I can smell wrestling law #1 from here. Jeff comes back and takes
Bubba out before putting him on the ladder. In the famous spot from this
match, Jeff climbs to the top of the super ladder and hits the Swanton
through Bubba through the table to put both of them out.

Back in the ring D-Von suplexes Christian down and goes for a climb but
here’s Matt to break it up. The Twist of Fate takes D-Von down and now
it’s Matt and Christian climbing the ladders. They both wind up on the
scaffolding that was set up earlier but here’s Edge from behind. The
brothers throw Matt through the table, allowing Edge and Christian to
pull down the belts for their first titles.

Rating: A-. There are two problems with this match. First of all, the
match the next year blows it away. Second, and far worse, the last ten
minutes were spent setting up spots instead of actually going for the
belts. Take the big spot of the match for example. Why in the world would
Bubba do that instead of for the sake of doing that spot later? Same with
all the other tables set up. There was no logic to doing that, but they
did the spots anyway. Still though, excellently fun match.

Another match from the TNA series on Impact, September 17, 2014.

Wolves vs. Hardys vs. Team 3D



This is a ladder match and only the Wolves can’t win the series here. The
Wolves charge the ring to start the brawl and an ECW chant already starts
up. The champions send the Hardys and Team 3D to the floor for back to
back suicide dives. We get the first ladder brought in but Richards has
to stop to kick Ray in the head. Ray and Matt both get hit by the ladder
with Ray being driven back into the corner.

Jeff kicks the ladder into the Wolves and hits a Whisper in the Wind to
put both champions down. We get the required helicopter spot with the
ladder on Ray’s head before he just drops the ladder on Richards’ back.
What’s Up crushes Davey even more but Matt breaks up an attempt to get
the tables. Edwards stops Matt from pulling down the belts but D-Von
pushes the ladder over to send both guys into the ropes.

We take a break and come back with Ray powerbombing Jeff onto a pile of
ladders, knocking another ladder into Eddie and Matt’s faces. Ray sets up
a ladder but the Wolves powerbomb him down for a save. The Wolves, D-Von
and Matt all climb up until Davey and D-Von knock each other off and Matt
hits a Twist of Fate on Eddie. Jeff loads up a ladder in the corner and
tries to jump over it but Ray gets up and superplexes him down with
Jeff’s feet hitting the titles on the way down.

Davey hammers away on D-Von in the corner until Ray slaps him HARD across
the back to set up a Doomsday Device. Now the Hardys start cleaning house
with the ladder and hit double Twists of Fate to Team 3D. Matt moonsaults
Ray and Jeff Swantons D-Von in a cool spot. Poetry in Motion crushes
Eddie against a ladder as the Hardys are in total control. They lay Davey
onto a ladder and Matt holds it up for a splash from Jeff.

Team 3D comes back with tables but the Wolves bring in chairs (fans:
“TLC!”). Davey double stomps Matt through a table at ringside, leaving
Eddie to climb for the belts. Jeff is right there with him but Davey
shoves the ladder over, sending Jeff ribs first onto a ladder. Eddie
pulls down the belts to tie the series up at 18:10.

Rating: B. I think we’ve established that these three teams are going to
be awesome no matter what they do. It’s obvious that they’re setting up a
TLC match (even though that’s what this was) for the final match and



that’s the logical choice. Unfortunately I’m not sure where they can go
after this as the division could crash back down to earth after Bound For
Glory. Still though, at least it’s great stuff while it lasts.

Here’s one of the original ladder matches from No Mercy 1999.

Edge/Christian vs. Hardy Boys

They’re the New Brood here but you get the idea. The winner
gets $100,000 and Terri. This is the night where these four
broke through to the other side and changed the company for
more or less ever. Keep in mind, none of the spots you’re
about to see have ever been seen in the company before so this
is all new stuff. What you have here is four guys being told
to go out there and just do it. I’ve long since thought this
WWF’s answer to the cruiserweights.

This is the Terri Invitational Tournament. Spell it out for
yourselves. We start on the floor and this should be awesome.
It’s a fight to get to the ladders. I’ve never gotten why you
need to get to the ladder first. It’s not like that means you
win or anything. I remember in War Games 2000 in WCW you had
to get the belt down and leave with it. Kevin Nash just stood
at the door. He didn’t have to do anything but leave with the
belt, so why risk getting hurt to go up there and get it?

Let someone else do the work. First ladder is brought in and
down goes Edge. The reactions to this are great. The fans are
gasping at every spot which is what you want: to get the crowd
excited. We’ve been in this match maybe four minutes and it’s
already way ahead of the rest of the show. Oh Gangrel was
thrown out. Swanton to Edge onto a ladder. Looking back this
isn’t that great by comparison but it’s still very fun.

You have to keep in mind that there is nothing to compare it
to at the moment. This is the first multi-man ladder match so
this is just mind blowing. Also it’s the first time that there
isn’t a big man like Ramon in there. These guys are designed
for matches like this and it’s working really well. Edge is



almost there and Matt just chucks a ladder at him. That was
cool.

Matt’s crotch gets crushed. You know, it occurs to me that in
storyline, Matt and Edge dated Lita, in the Christian/Jericho
and Lita/Trish angle it was Christian and Lita and Jeff and
Lita had a small thing once Matt was gone. Dang that girl gets
around. Everyone is down now as Christian takes a Twist of
Fate. Second ladder is set up. Jeff takes a Downward Spiral
from the ladder.

The great thing about a ladder is that while most of the spots
are from about the level of the second rope, having a ladder
involved makes it seem cooler. The see-saw spot debuts and
Christian and Matt get slammed in the face with it. These
things never get old. The look on Edge’s face with him laying
on his back with his eyes open is great. All four go up at
once and all four come down with all four landing on the
ropes.

Crowd is going nuts mind you. The roof camera view is pretty
awesome actually. Edge climbs one ladder, Christian and Jeff
climb another. Matt slams the ladder with two guys into the
other ladder so Edge falls. Jeff jumps from one ladder to the
other and knocks Edge off to grab the money. SWEET ENDING.

Rating: A. Just yes. This is the reason to see this PPV. This match just
changed the WWF forever as they set the standard for awesome matches with
ladders. The fans ate this up like no other and it still definitely holds
up today. Just a great match and unfortunately one of the forgotten
matches in the series.

Here’s the second match in the series from Impact on September 10, 2014.

Tag Team Title Series: Team 3D vs. Wolves vs. Hardys

The Wolves are defending but only 3D can win the titles here. This is a
tables match where only one person has to go through a table for the win.
Everyone quickly heads outside and the fans already want tables. Bully



and Matt hammer away on each other inside with Matt getting caught in
What’s Up. Team 3D wants tables and draws the loudest pop of the night so
far. The Wolves try to baseball slide the table into their faces but get
blasted with it instead. The Hardys’ baseball slide connects though and
we take a break.

Back with D-Von moving the table to save the match, earning him a
dropkick from Eddie. Ray tries a Doomsday Device to Edwards but Jeff and
Davey make the save. Davey fights off both members of Team 3D but walks
into a hard double shoulder. The Hardys set up a table in the corner but
Jeff misses a dropkick to drive himself through the table instead. Team
3D loads up another table on the ramp and try a suplex on Matt until the
Wolves hit stereo suicide dives for the save.

Jeff bridges a table upside down between the steps and the apron and sets
up the legs to make it even more dangerous. Edwards takes him down with a
big dive though and it’s Matt vs. Davey in the ring now. Team 3D breaks
it up and slides in the table that Jeff set up outside. The Wolves take
them out though and break the corner off the table in the process. Jeff
dives over the top to take out Bully and Matt gives Eddie an elevated
Twist of Fate out of the corner. Eddie is laid on a table and Jeff nails
a Swanton through for the win at 15:16.

Rating: B-. It’s a really good main event though not as good as the
regular match they had a few weeks back. The series is the best thing TNA
has going right now and while it’s not going to last long term, it’s
enjoyable while it’s lasting and that’s all it needs to do. Goods tuff
here and I’m sure the finals at Bound For Glory will rock.

Here’s their first Tag Team Title win from Fully Loaded 1999.

Tag Titles: Acolytes vs. Hardys/Michael Hayes

Yep it’s a handicap match. At this point I had zero clue which
was Matt and which was Jeff. We start in the aisle where they
just leave the belts. Who would have thought two of these four
would win world titles? I don’t think this has started yet.
According to Ross it has. Ah there’s the bell so Ross was
wrong.



We have Farrooq and Jeff in there to start while Bradshaw
beats up both guys on the floor. Matt takes out everyone with
a top rope moonsault. They really were great fliers back in
the day. Hayes is pretty freaking worthless here but what did
you really expect? The APA takes over with just power. Matt
picks to tag Hayes. Why in the world would you do that? We get
a Freebird reference so I’m good for the night. There’s Jeff.
Crowd is DEAD for this.

I think Lita helped them a good bit to say the least. The
Hardys simply aren’t that good at this point. Bradshaw gets a
nice belly to back suplex off the top. Not bad. Jeff clocks
him with Hayes’ cane over the head. Poetry in Motion is still
very much a work in progress here. Hayes comes in and a double
powerbomb gives the APA their titles back. Edge, Christian and
a ladder would be coming soon.

Rating: D+. I didn’t like it at all. Hayes was just in the way here as
he’s old and most of the people here don’t know what he used to be nor do
they care more than likely. The Hardys would dump him maybe the next
night. Either way, the APA would lose the belts to Kane and X-Pac two
weeks later so this was just to get Hayes out of the Hardy picture.

And of course the first match in the TNA series on Impact, August 27,
2014.

Hardys vs. Team 3D vs. Wolves

This is the first match of a Tag Team Series where the first team to win
two matches wins the Tag Team Titles. Whoever wins each match gets to
pick the stipulation for the next match. This is just a usual triple
threat  tag.  Richards  and  Ray  get  things  going  after  a  break.  The
champions (the Wolves) start on Ray’s arm but he comes back with right
hands to Davey’s head. A hard chop puts Richards down and Davey says
bring it on. That earns him another chop but the fans aren’t interested
in starting a 3D chant.

The tag brings in D-Von but Eddie kicks him right back into a tag to Ray.
Matt tags himself in and things are already breaking down. Poetry in



Motion has Eddie in trouble but Davey comes out with a clothesline to
break it up. Team 3D lays out Davey for two as Ray leaves rather than
loading up their namesake. Now it’s the Hardys working over Davey with
Jeff kicking him in the back for two.

Matt works over the arm but everything breaks down again. The Wolves duck
a double clothesline from the Hardys and hit stereo suicide dives on Team
3D, only to have Poetry In Motion take them down, followed by a moonsault
from Matt to take everyone down again. Back in and Eddie enziguris Matt
into a German suplex but Jeff makes a last second save. Eddie breaks up
the Twist of Fate and D-Von tags himself in.

The Wolves throw him into a kick to the chest and hit the double top rope
double stomps for two. Davey escapes a Twist of Fate and kicks Matt in
the head, only to miss a top rope double stomp. Now the Twist connects on
Richards, setting up the Swanton from Jeff. Edwards kicks him down though
and rolls up D-Von for two. 3D out of nowhere is enough to pin Edwards at
9:06.

Rating: B+. That might be a bit high but I was really digging this match.
It was exactly what it was supposed to be and you can pretty much
guarantee that each team will get to win a match before the big showdown
at the final. Odds are we’ll be getting a tables match next and hopefully
it’s as good as this.

Here’s a great forgotten match from the 2000 Royal Rumble.

Dudley Boyz vs. Hardy Boyz

I believe match #1 or #2 in a series of roughly 8000 and it’s an
elimination tables match. Bubba praises John Rocker of the Braves who had
recently gone on a massive anti-New York rant in Sports Illustrated. The
Hardys hit the ring and the match starts fast with Bubba hitting the
Bubba Bomb on Jeff. No tags here thank goodness. Bubba sets up a table in
the ring but before he can get another one, Jeff takes him out with a
HUGE flip dive.

Jeff gets sent into the steps as Matt escapes a powerbomb through the
table. D-Von suplexes Matt as Jeff CRACKS Bubba in the head with a chair.



In a SICK spot, Jeff tries to run the railing but Bubba throws the table
at Jeff, knocking him out of the air. That sounded GREAT. The pairings
trade off and Bubba loads up the backsplash through the table, only for
Jeff to come back and try a double superplex. D-Von moves the table but
doesn’t stop the suplex.

Matt brings in a ladder because this might as well be a TLC style match.
We head to the floor where the ladder is set up in front of a table with
Bubba on it. Matt dives through Bubba through the table just as Jeff
dives in from off camera with a splash, sending Bubba through the table
in another awesome looking spot. So it’s 2-1 now with Jeff leaning a
table up against the barricade. The steps are set up on their end and a
table is set up like a bridge between the steps and the apron.

D-Von is placed on the bridged table but moves before Matt dives through
him. He moves AGAIN to avoid a diving Jeff, sending him through the
leaning table. Cool sequence there by Ninja D-Von. Apparently Bubba
doesn’t have to leave. Ok that makes things more interesting. The Dudleys
set up two steps in the ring and put a table across them before hitting a
HUGE powerbomb on Matt to eliminate (in a sense) him. The tables are LOUD
tonight too. Jeff gets beaten into the aisle but Matt quickly follows,
only to get WHACKED in the head with a chair.

The Dudleys stack up four tables in front of the entrance (it’s the MSG
setup where the entrance is opposite the cameras). Matt gets put on the
tables and Jeff is CRACKED in the head again to break up the save
attempt. Bubba climbs onto the taxi over the aisle to splash Matt, but
remember that wouldn’t win the match. Jeff climbs up after him (I’m not
sure where D-Von went) and blasts him with a chair, knocking him through
two of the tables (still doesn’t win). Matt puts D-Von on the table and
Jeff dives off the taxi with the Swanton through D-Von through the table
for the win.

Rating: B+. This was AWESOME with all four guys being young and hungry
here. The Dudleys were out to prove themselves and the Hardys were out to
show they could hang in a fight. They had already proven they could fight
in a violent match like the ladder match, but this was a brawl instead of
a high flying match. REALLY fun stuff here though and well worth a look



if you haven’t seen it. The Dudleys would get the titles next month,
setting up the first triangle ladder match at Mania.

Is there anything else to wrap it up with? From Wrestlemania X7.

Tag Titles: Dudley Boyz vs. Hardy Boyz vs. Edge and Christian

The Dudleys are the champions coming in. There’s no story to it, but was
there ever to one of these things? Edge and Christian get double teamed
to start and the Dudleyz hit a double flapjack on Christian. Both sets of
Boys fight in the corner with Jeff hitting Poetry in Motion on both at
once. Cue Edge and Christian again with the ladder before Edge brings in
a chair. The Canadians put Matt in the Tree of Woe and stand on his
crotch. No wonder Lita left him for Edge.

Edge stats to climb but Matt makes the stop and goes up himself. That
goes badly for him of course as Edge uses the chair as a stepping stone
to take Matt down with a clothesline. Jeff dropkicks Edge off the ladder
before joining with his brother to dropkick a ladder into the Dudleys’
faces. There are two ladders in the ring now in opposite corners.
Christian is slammed down and hit with a stereo splash/legdrop from the
Hardys. The Dudleys are back in now and there’s What’s Up.

It’s Table Time with Edge being placed on the first one, but Jeff tries a
hurricanrana to Bubba, only to be powerbombed through Edge through the
table. This is nonstop action so far. The Dudleys set up four tables at
ringside as Paul tells us of Big Daddy Dudley’s construction company in
Dudleyville. Currently there’s a table in the corner and three ladders in
the ring. Bubba picks up a ladder and CRACKS Matt in the head with it
before setting it up next to the other two. All three are set up in a row
in the middle of the ring so here’s a six way climb.

Matt and Christian go flying first with Matt landing on the ropes and
Christian falling all the way to the floor. Jeff and D-Von fall into the
opposite ropes and Edge and Bubba fall backwards, to put all six guys
down. Edge is the only one halfway standing and Christian sets up a table
on the floor. Bubba dumps a ladder to the floor to clear the ring out a
bit as Spike Dudley, Bubba and D-Von’s cousin, runs in. He hits Edge low
and puts Christian through a table with the Dudley Dog off the apron.



Edge and Christian’s friend Rhyno runs in and destroys everyone in sight
before sending Edge up the ladder to get the belts. Cue Lita to jerk Edge
off. The ladder. Anyway with the thong sticking WAY out, Rhyno picks her
up but gets hit low by Spike. Lita goes up for a rana on Rhyno and Spike
cracks him in the head with a chair, sending Rhyno into the ladder,
knocking Edge into the ropes. A Doomsday Device puts Rhyno down again but
Lita CRACKS Spike in the head with a chair. She then takes off her top,
giving us the biggest pop of the night. Not that it matters as she walks
into a 3D and is now done for the match.

The Canadians come back in with chairs to take the champions out before
Christian brings out the huge ladder. It’s on the floor but it’s still
taller than the ones in the ring. Jeff, ever the crazy man, goes ALL THE
WAY to the top and hits a Swanton onto Spike and Rhyno (read as Rhyno
barely gets hit and Spike takes every bit of it). The super ladder is set
up in the ring now and it’s a race between D-Von and Christian. Matt
moves the ladder away, leaving both guys hanging from the cord holding
the belts.

Both guys fall down, but Jeff gets up on a regular ladder and tries to
walk on the other small ladders like a tightrope. Jeff loses his balance
though and has to hang from the cord as well. Bubba grabs the ladder and
walks away with it while Jeff’s feet are still in it, pulling Jeff’s body
back. The feet pull away and Jeff swings forward, right into a spear from
Edge off the super ladder, drawing a BIG gasp from the crowd. That’s the
spot that made everyone realize Edge was going to be something VERY
special.

Matt and Bubba go up on the super ladder, but Rhyno shoves it over,
sending them crashing through the four tables at ringside. D-Von goes up
now but Edge grabs his feet, allowing Rhyno to give Christian enough of a
boost to beat D-Von to the top and get the titles, finally ending this
carnage.

Rating: A+. If you’re looking for pure insanity and non-stop violence,
this is the pinnacle of the genre. These nine people went for over
fifteen minutes and never once stopped beating on each other. The spots
are insane and the big spots still have you in awe. This match holds up



incredibly well and is just as impressive as it was twelve years ago.
Absolute masterpiece that blows away every MITB match that I can
remember.

If there’s a better team in gimmick matches, I’ve yet to see them. These
two insane guys from North Carolina have been flying around and breaking
stuff (namely themselves) for years now and it’s still entertaining. They
may not be the best regular team in the world, but they’re an excellent
combination and there’s always something special to seeing two brothers
together. There’s a natural bond there that you just can’t fake and
they’re as good as anybody at it.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book of
1997 WCW Monday Nitro Reviews at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00NPPH0WI

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00NPPH0WI
http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

